Conclusion

While she became associated with British bioethics following her
engagement with IVF and embryo research in the 1980s, Mary
Warnock is better known today for her views on euthanasia.1
Warnock first engaged with this issue in 1993, when she was
appointed to a House of Lords Select Committee that investigated
whether there were circumstances in which ‘assisted dying’ might
be permissible, when a doctor would not be prosecuted for ending
a patient’s life or helping them end their own lives. After deliberating for a year, Warnock and her fellow committee members agreed
that the law surrounding euthanasia should remain the same. They
argued that doctors who actively killed a patient should continue
to be charged with murder, while those who helped a patient end
their lives should continue to be prosecuted for aiding or abetting
suicide. In line with the legal distinction between killing and letting
die, which underpinned the verdict in the Arthur case, the committee also agreed that doctors should not be prosecuted for withdrawing or withholding treatment, or for administering a drug to relieve
pain knowing it would shorten life. 2
Despite the Select Committee’s conclusions, euthanasia remained
a contentious and high-profile issue. This was due in no small part
to the campaigns of terminally ill patients such as Diane Pretty, who
suffered from Motor Neurone Disease and sought legal assurances
that her husband would not be prosecuted for helping her commit
suicide. Although Pretty lost her 2002 case at the Court of Appeal
and the European Court of Human Rights, continuing support for
the ‘right to die’ led Lord Joffe, a human rights lawyer, to try and
get the House of Lords to approve several Private Member’s Bills
that permitted assisted dying under strictly defined circumstances.3
Assisted dying also remained ‘in the public eye’ thanks to the
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regular and very public arguments of Mary Warnock.4 In 1998
Warnock claimed that bioethics had a vital role to play in debates
on assisted dying, by ‘helping lift some of the burdens of value
judgements from the shoulders of individual practitioners’ and
determining whether the law was ‘too much out of line with ethical
beliefs’.5 As she increasingly contributed to public debates, it soon
became clear that the law was now out of line with Warnock’s own
ethical beliefs. Although she and her fellow committee members had
rejected calls for assisted dying in the early 1990s, she changed her
views after watching Geoffrey Warnock suffer and eventually die
from the lung disease fibrosing alveolitis in 1995.6
In a 2003 piece for the Sunday Times, Warnock voiced regret at
having supported a ‘bad law’ and threw her weight behind Lord
Joffe’s and Diane Pretty’s campaigns for legal change.7 In newspapers, television programmes and books such as Easeful Death, she
now claimed that it was ‘inhumane’ to deny people the right to die.8
She argued that this included not only terminally ill patients, but
also individuals who felt they were a burden on their families due
to disability or old age.9 When it came to assisted dying, Warnock
argued, doctors had a pressing duty, ‘unless their religion forbids it’,
to respect the autonomy of dying, elderly and disabled patients.10 In
a 2008 column for the Observer, she stressed that ‘we have a moral
obligation to take other people’s seriously reached decisions with
regard to their lives equally seriously, not putting our judgement of
the value of their lives above theirs’.11
Warnock’s support for assisted dying is significant in a number
of respects. It shows, first, how an individual’s ethical views are not
fixed and can change according to what the Observer called ‘the
lessons of life’.12 Secondly, and more importantly, it shows just how
much authority bioethicists are thought to wield over public affairs.
Whether they were for or against the ‘right to die’, journalists
and politicians all agreed that Warnock’s involvement was hugely
important because she had been ‘Britain’s chief moral referee for
the past thirty years’.13 As the Daily Telegraph noted, opponents of
assisted dying feared that her arguments ‘may find wider support
because of her influence on ethical matters’.14 Members of a ‘Right
to Life’ campaign group, for example, believed that Warnock’s influence ‘would sway people’ towards her views. And the Conservative
MP Nadine Dorries similarly worried that ‘because of her previous
experiences and well-known standing on contentious moral issues,
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Baroness Warnock automatically gives moral authority to what are
entirely immoral viewpoints’.15
Warnock’s views were seen as highly significant not for their
rightness or wrongness, then, but more for the weight they carried
thanks to her ‘moral authority’. We must not presume that this
authority derived solely from her status as a member of the ‘Great
and Good’ either, for other bioethicists are also regarded as highprofile and authoritative figures. In 1982 the BBC chose Jonathan
Glover to present a Horizon programme on genetic engineering and
enhancement, entitled ‘Brave New Babies’, in which he discussed
ethical issues with scientists, students, members of the public and his
own children. The fact that a philosopher fronted an episode of the
BBC’s flagship science series again shows how bioethicists emerged
as a ‘new epistemic power’ in Britain from the 1980s onwards.16
Some years later, in 2006, the Independent newspaper included
John Harris in its ‘Good List’ of the ‘fifty men and women who
help make the world a better place’. Like Glover, Harris was a highprofile figure and the Independent claimed that his inclusion on the
‘Good List’ resulted from his status as ‘a key player in the shaping of
the moral debates around human fertility and bioethics’.17
The profile and authority that Warnock, Glover, Harris and
others have attained demonstrates that bioethicists now play
an equal and sometimes greater role than doctors and scientists
in publicly discussing the ethics of issues such as assisted dying,
embryo research and genetic engineering. Although the notion of
moral expertise remains contested and many bioethicists refuse
to acknowledge it, they are often portrayed as what the Guardian
called ‘ethics experts’.18 Thanks to escalating mistrust of club regulation, both in public and, crucially, in government, they derive their
authority from being ‘expert outsiders’ who are independent from
the profession or procedure under scrutiny.19
Their portrayal as ‘ethics experts’ confirms that bioethicists
have indeed contributed to a shift in the location and exercise of
biopower in Britain. The days of ‘club regulation’ are a thing of the
past and we no longer believe that expertise in medical and scientific ethics is inscribed solely within doctors or scientists, imbued
through professional training and the acquisition of specialist
knowledge.20 As previous chapters have shown, and as Nikolas
Rose outlines, ‘multiple forces now encircle’ the work of doctors
and scientists, and bioethicists are widely expected to help ‘shape
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the paths taken, or not taken’ by research.21 The public demand for
bioethics also substantiates Brian Salter’s claim that the late twentieth century has witnessed the growth of a ‘cultural biopolitics’,
where bioethicists do not directly control bodies or populations
per se, but help clarify the ethical values that determine the fate
of technologies and procedures which can subsequently impact on
individual and collective health.22
But historical research can do more than simply corroborate
these broad claims. Rabinow and Rose outline how contemporary
biopower, in which we can include ‘cultural biopolitics’, combines
three overlapping ‘dimensions or planes’. These comprise a form
of public discourse about living beings and the array of authorities
that are considered competent to speak the truth; modes of subjectification in the name of individual and collective health; and strategies for intervention upon patients and populations. They argue
that these planes are ‘continually recombining and transforming
one another’ and claim that we therefore need to work on a ‘small
scale’ in order to detail how and why configurations of biopower
differ markedly over time and in different locations.23 When we
consider bioethics, history is vital for showing how bioethicists have
had a different impact on these various aspects of biopower in specific locations, thanks to the outlook of individuals and professions,
and their interplay with social and political factors.
If we take each of these ‘dimensions or planes’ in turn, it is clear
that British bioethicists exerted their greatest influence in public
debates. From the 1980s onwards they came to shape the discussion of issues that were once left to doctors and scientists. They
were clearly deemed more than competent authorities in these
debates, as their portrayals as influential ‘moral referees’ and the
reward of knighthoods for ‘services to bioethics’ demonstrates.24
Bioethicists also played a decisive role in the second domain of
biopower and helped create new subjectivities when they led these
public debates. In their discussion of assisted dying, IVF and other
issues, they regularly framed patients and the public as empowered
stakeholders who were ‘entitled to know, and to control’ biomedical
practices.25 These portrayals carried weight thanks to the way they
reflected, and reinforced, the neo-liberal conception of individuals
as ‘active citizens’ who were entitled to a greater say in the running
of professions and public services.26
Charting these links is central to understanding why bioethics
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emerged as a recognised term and approach in Britain. While calls
for external involvement were by no means new, they gained traction in the 1980s because they dovetailed with the Conservative
government’s enthusiasm for oversight, transparency and public
accountability. Yet bioethics was not simply the top-down result of
political pressure, and owes as much to the agency of specific individuals and groups as it does to changing sociopolitical contexts.
Figures such as Ian Kennedy and Mary Warnock endorsed outside
involvement for specific reasons, such as empowering patients,
introducing American forms of oversight and applying philosophy
to practical affairs. Their public rhetoric was not simply a reaction
to growing calls for external involvement but was fundamentally
constitutive of it, which shows how these public figures generated
and helped perpetuate the demand for bioethics, and played a major
role in their own transformation into ‘ethics experts’. At the same
time, this changing context also led prominent doctors and journals
to accept calls for external oversight, in the belief that it would
maintain public and political trust in research.
The political demand for ‘non-expert’ involvement also allowed
lawyers, philosophers and others to play a vital role in regulatory
inquiries that had been traditionally dominated by doctors and
scientists. This ensured that they had some influence in the third
domain of biopower: helping to define ‘strategies for intervention upon collective existence in the name of life and health’ by
developing guidelines for procedures such as IVF, gene therapy and
xenotransplants.27 These appointments gave bioethicists a major
say in shaping legal guidelines for new techniques and allowed
them to help determine whether, and when, entities such as in vitro
embryos were entitled to legal protection.
But in contrast to their American counterparts, British bioethicists had far less say over medical treatment and research, which
remains the major source of strategies for determining individual
and collective health. This difference was not lost on participants
at a 1987 ‘Anglo-American Conference on Biomedical Ethics’,
which was held in New York and co-sponsored by the New York
Academy of Sciences, the Hastings Center and the Royal Society
of Medicine.28 During a planning meeting, members of the British
organising committee, which included Gordon Dunstan and Sir
Douglas Black, had suggested that an ‘interesting and fruitful’
approach would be to look at ‘topics that reveal differences between
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the UK and USA’.29 Staff at the Hastings Center claimed that discussing the ‘marked differences’ between Britain and the United
States would ‘foster an understanding and mutual appreciation
for the work that goes on in each country and, moreover, should
enable participants to return to their countries with new insights
for dealing with the issues confronting them’.30 Both organising
committees initially proposed that papers could look at contrasting
approaches to embryo research, which ‘continues in the UK, but has
been almost completely stopped in the USA’. But they eventually
agreed that the most fruitful discussion would result from concentrating on the role that bioethicists played in determining ‘the rights
and duties of physicians and patients’ in either country, since it was
here that the greatest differences were apparent.31
The legal philosopher Gerald Dworkin, then working at Queen
Mary University in London, highlighted the major differences in
his paper on the ‘delicate balance’ between ethics, law and medicine in Britain and the United States. Dworkin claimed that British
bioethicists exerted less influence over medical practices thanks
partly to the ongoing lack of a ‘permanent review body’ such as
the President’s Commission, which drew up guidelines for new
procedures and also issued guidelines for medical treatment in the
United States.32 Shortly before it was disbanded in the early 1980s,
the President’s Commission had recommended the establishment
of hospital ethics committees which included bioethicists, doctors
and community representatives. Although this recommendation
was not legally binding, many hospitals established their own
ethics committees to conduct reviews whenever a family and their
doctor disagreed about life-sustaining treatments.33 Dworkin noted
that in Britain, by contrast, where there was a ‘long overdue’ need
for a national committee, bioethicists only influenced practices as
members of occasional ad hoc committees into new technologies,
remained in the minority of professional bodies such as the BMA
and were completely absent from NHS hospitals.34
Dworkin and other speakers also outlined how the growth of
hospital ethics committees, and the influence bioethicists had on
clinical care, stemmed from an increasingly litigious culture in the
United States, where judges often ruled against doctors and ‘the
traditional paternalistic role of the adviser is being more and more
questioned’.35 With American doctors ‘exposed to increased liability
to litigation’, they viewed ethics committees and bioethical advice
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as a vital way of resolving conflict and forestalling damaging legal
cases.36 Dworkin and other speakers noted that the British courts,
by contrast, continued to endorse the Bolam ruling and ‘prefer to
accept rather than condemn the practices and ethical standards
of the medical profession’.37 As Ian Kennedy acknowledged in
Unmasking Medicine, and as the endocrinologist Sir Raymond
Hoffenberg detailed in his paper, the continued ‘hands-off’ stance
in Britain was widely seen as a precondition of the welfare state,
where ‘it is accepted that limitation of choice, indeed of the range
of treatment, is part of the price we pay for open and free access to
our health service’.38
Faced with little threat of legal interference, British doctors continued to assert that involving outsiders in clinical treatment would
harm patient care and damage the morale of doctors.39 These arguments ensured that politicians did not take ‘an obtrusive role’ when
it came to medical practices, despite their enthusiasm for oversight,
while they were also supported by figures such as Ian Kennedy, who
promised that they were not looking to judge medical care on a
‘case-by-case basis’.40 As Gordon Dunstan outlined in his conference paper, this ensured that while philosophers and lawyers played
a central role in determining clinical practices in the United States,
‘in the United Kingdom we locate those functions firmly within the
profession of medicine: the doctors themselves are the moral agents
we hold accountable for their decisions’.41
The papers from this ‘Anglo-American Conference’ illustrate
that while bioethics has certainly played a role in reshaping our
contemporary ‘politics of life’, its impact has varied according to
social, political and professional factors in different locations. The
influence that bioethicists exert over the various settings where biomedical knowledge is generated and deployed, such as the clinic, the
courtroom, regulatory commissions and the public sphere, differs
considerably within and between countries. If we are to draw any
broad conclusion from this evidence, then, it is that British bioethicists enjoyed considerable influence in public debates and ad hoc
committees that drew up guidelines for new procedures, but had less
influence in governing medical treatment than their colleagues elsewhere. Yet this also comes with an important caveat, for by showing
how the influence and contours of bioethics are ‘fluid and changing
with context’, history reminds us that its status and authority are
likely to change in future, both in Britain and elsewhere.42
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Indeed, there are signs that such a change is underway if we look
at British bioethics today. While the broader climate has been conducive in the past, changing political and financial priorities now
threaten bioethics with ‘retrenchment and decline’.43 Criticism of
the ‘ideology of accountability’ has grown since the CHAI was
shelved and continues to prompt questions about who should judge
medical and scientific practices. This was clear in March 2010, when
Labour’s Health Secretary, Andy Burnham, responded to claims that
regulation was ‘stifling’ innovation by inviting the Academy of
Medical Sciences to review the governance of biomedical research.44
The Academy’s working party was chaired by the pharmacologist
Sir Michael Rawlins and was composed predominantly of senior
doctors and scientists, with only three of its nineteen members
drawn from outside the NHS or the biomedical research sector.45
Their report, published in January 2011, argued that medical
progress was being ‘seriously undermined by an overly complex
regulatory and governance environment’.46 The committee echoed
Onora O’Neill when they claimed that there was no evidence to
suggest that increased oversight had ‘enhanced the safety and wellbeing of either patients or the public’.47 They argued instead that
oversight had ‘the potential to undermine public health by delaying
important medicines being investigated in clinical trials’.48 Their
solution to this ‘cumbersome’ environment notably lay in ‘streamlining regulation’.49 This entailed the formation of an overarching
Health Research Agency (HRA) that would ‘bring together the
regulatory functions that are currently fragmented across multiple bodies’.50 While the committee’s report claimed that the HRA
should contain some patient representatives and a mixture of
‘medical, scientific and ethical’ professionals, it stressed that oversight worked best when conducted by ‘an informed committee with
relevant expertise’.51
Crucially, the proposals of this ‘Rawlins report’ dovetailed with
the policies of the Conservative–Liberal Democrat coalition that
had been formed after no party gained an outright majority in the
2010 general election. Coalition politicians quickly agreed that a
sizeable national deficit should be reduced by cutting government
spending and rationalising public services. Partly thanks to this austerity programme, and partly thanks to an ideological rejection of
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‘big government’, they pledged ‘a radical simplification of the regulatory landscape for medical research’ after the election.52 Writing
in the Observer shortly after this announcement, the Prime Minister
David Cameron notably promised ‘no interference – just real power
for professionals’.53
In October 2010 coalition politicians announced the planned
abolition of 192 advisory bodies, including the HFEA, the HTA and
the HGC.54 They proposed that the HFEA’s regulation of fertility
treatments should move to the Care Quality Commission, while its
research licensing work and the functions of the HTA were to be
absorbed by ‘a new super-regulator’.55 After the coalition approved
the Rawlins report in its March 2011 budget, it announced that this
super-regulator would be a new Health Research Authority, which
was established in December 2011 and began work on creating ‘a
unified approval process’ for biomedical research (after concerted
appeals, the HFEA was ultimately saved from this ‘bonfire of the
quangos’ in 2013).56 The government’s ‘simplification’ of the regulatory landscape also underpinned the reconstitution of the HGC as
an Emerging Bioethics and Advisory Committee (ESBAC) in 2011,
which was tasked with advising ministers and relevant stakeholders
on ‘emerging healthcare scientific developments and their ethical,
legal, social and economic implications’.57
While ESBAC had a wider remit than the HGC, committee
members and the Department of Health were clear it should not
be regarded as a national bioethics committee.58 The government’s
austerity programme, meanwhile, ensured that ESBAC had fewer
financial resources than its predecessor and was expected to undertake ‘adept networking and collaborations with external bodies in
order to pool resources’.59 Unusually for a body with the word ‘bioethics’ in its title, ESBAC was chaired by the clinical pharmacologist
Sir Alasdair Beckenbridge, and only seven of its seventeen members
were non-doctors or scientists.60
At the same time, David Cameron’s ‘Big Society’ initiative, which
encouraged charities and private firms to assume roles previously
fulfilled by the state, meant that politicians were less likely to establish public inquiries into science and medicine and appeared to limit
the scope for ‘official bioethics’.61 This was made clear in a recent
Commission on Assisted Dying, which by was established not by
the government but by the entrepreneur Jonathan Lewis and the
author Terry Pratchett. To retain their policy influence, bioethicists
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will have to accommodate these changing structures. And if future
commissions or inquiries are no longer state-supported, bioethicists
will have to ask questions about their legitimacy and possible bias
– especially following criticism of industry-funded bioethics in the
United States, where critics argued that bioethicists were unwilling
to ‘bite the hand that feeds them’.62
The future of many academic bioethics centres is also threatened
by the coalition government’s decision to cut university funding and
increase student fees.63 In an obituary of Mary Lobjoit, who died
in 2011, Margaret Brazier, Raanan Gillon and John Harris warned
that ‘cash strapped’ institutions were likely to attach ‘less value’ to
postgraduate degrees in bioethics, which attract fewer students than
courses in medicine, science or engineering.64 At the time of writing,
some of these centres, which act as entry points to the field, are
scheduled to close and others face an uncertain future.65
Brazier, Gillon and Harris defended these academic centres by
claiming that they provided ‘a service to the community as a whole
and not just an indulgence for our own academic passions’.66
While some assert the continued utility of their work, others claim
that bioethics must change if it is to survive. Richard Ashcroft, for
example, criticised the ‘formalism’ and predictability of existing
approaches and urged the adoption of new strategies ‘to reinvigorate research and debate on our field’.67 This included the incorporation of methods from fields such as sociology and anthropology,
which Angus Dawson argued should encourage consideration of
the commercial, political and cultural factors that ‘go beyond the
autonomous decisions of individuals’ and would help shift the focus
in bioethics to ‘the complex web of social relations that binds us
all’.68
These arguments found a receptive audience among social scientists, who were also encouraged to undertake practically oriented
work thanks to the continued enthusiasm for ‘impact’ among universities and research councils. Sociologists and anthropologists,
among others, now moved beyond previous critiques of bioethics
and outlined how it might benefit from empirical methods. They
argued that a more ‘bottom-up’ approach, based on dense knowledge of particular social settings, would help connect bioethics to
the actual expectations of doctors and patients, who regularly displayed preferences, values and forms of reasoning different to those
prioritised in bioethical texts.69 As social scientists increasingly
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published in bioethics journals and sat on regulatory commissions,
many talked of an ‘empirical turn’ in bioethics and described it as a
‘dynamic, changing and multi-sited field’.70
But others contested this shift and claimed that the different
approaches that now constituted bioethics were ‘not all complementary’. The expanding number of methods and participants,
they argued, ‘begin from distinctive premises about human nature,
justice and social organization and often proceed to different
normative conclusions’.71 To Ruth Macklin, ‘increased subspecialization’ and the potential for disagreements threatened nothing
less than ‘the death of bioethics (as we once knew it)’.72 As these
arguments show, there is still no consensus on what bioethics is
or how it should function, and it continues to be remade in line
with changing professional and political outlooks. What form and
emphasis bioethics will take in future remains unclear, but it is
likely to be different from the approach that took hold in the 1980s
and 1990s. As Onora O’Neill remarked in 2002, it appears there is
still ‘no complete answer to the old question: “who will guard the
guardians?”’73
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